Cadent’s Connections Charges
Effective from 21 June 2021
Subject to the requirements of Condition 4B(1) of our Licence, Cadent
must recover costs that we reasonably expect to incur in providing our
connection services.
Charges are calculated to reflect the costs which we reasonably
expect to incur in carrying out the required connections work. These
costs include labour, materials, and any other expenses required to
complete the work. Each costs element will carry an appropriate level
of overhead.
With effect from 21 June 2021 there will be changes to the way we
price our standard Connections and Alterations charges for New &
Existing properties.
These changes include the implementation a new pricing structure
that will include a standard base cost x £per metre
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New & existing connections
The standard base costs will be specific to each network:
*Zero Length jobs*

East Anglia

East Midlands

London

North West

West Midlands

£390

£370

£425

£370

£370

The rate per metre costs will be specific to each network:
East Anglia

East Midlands

London

North West

West Midlands

£60

£55

£75

£55

£55

If a customer has a ‘zero length’ job, the standard base cost only
will apply.
Where the length in private is =>41m an additional charge of
£15 per metre will be added to the quotation (up to a total length
of 63m)
If the customer wishes to complete the excavation in their own
private land, then a 70% discount will be applied to the total cost
per metre.
The customer will also have the option to provide their own
meter box, however, if they require Cadent to provide this then a
fixed cost of £40 will apply.
If there is a requirement for a kiosk this will be an additional cost
of £295 to cover the cost of the kiosk.
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Alterations
The standard base costs will be specific to each network:
East Anglia

East Midlands

London

North West

West Midlands

£520

£500

£555

£500

£500

The rate per metre costs will be specific to each network:
East Anglia

East Midlands

London

North West

West Midlands

£60

£55

£75

£55

£55

If a customer has a ‘zero length’ job, the standard base cost only will
apply.
If the customer wishes to complete the excavation in their own private
land, then a 70% discount will be applied to the total cost per metre.
The customer will also have the option to provide their own meter box,
however, if they require Cadent to provide this then a fixed cost of £40
will apply.
If there is a requirement for a kiosk this will be an additional cost of
£295 to cover the cost of the kiosk.
The customer will also have the following options:
•
•

Customer arranges own gas safe engineer to relocate the meter
Customer arranges their own internal pipework (including the purge
& relight of appliances)

A deduction of 5% will be applied to the standard base cost.
A cost of £30.00 (excluding VAT) will be charged, per metre for any
internal pipework that is laid, over 3m.
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